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HDD Desk Blue 500GB 3.5 SATA 6Gbs 32MB

Built to WD's highest standards of quality and reliability,WD Blue offers the features and entry-level
capacities that are ideal for your computing needs. WD Blue is designed by the brand that you trust with
the quality you would expect for a tested,proven,everyday storage solution.

WD Blue storage is designed and manufactured with technology found in WD's original award-winning
desktop and mobile hard drives. WD Blue sets the baseline for everyday storage by consistently delivering
improved performance over previous generations while successfully maintaining WD's quality and reliability
for over six generations. The difference is that their colors never fade,generation after generation.

WD Blue is available in a broad range of entry-level capacities,cache sizes,form factors and interfaces so
you can be sure there's a drive that's the perfect fit for your system. However,not all hard drives are
created equally and for your applications that demand more,WD gives you the power of choice.

Key Selling Points

Trusted engineering
A modern classic
Your power of choice
Recommended use

Product Features

Trusted engineering
Built to WD's highest standards of quality and reliability,WD Blue offers the features and entry-level capacities that are ideal for your
computing needs. WD Blue is designed by the brand that you trust with the quality you would expect for a tested,proven,everyday storage
solution.
A modern classic
WD Blue storage is designed and manufactured with technology found in WD's original award-winning desktop and mobile hard drives. WD
Blue sets the baseline for everyday storage by consistently delivering improved performance over previous generations while successfully
maintaining WD's quality and reliability for over six generations. The difference is that their colors never fade,generation after generation.
Your power of choice
WD Blue is available in a broad range of entry-level capacities,cache sizes,form factors and interfaces so you can be sure there's a drive that's
the perfect fit for your system. However,not all hard drives are created equally and for your applications that demand more,WD gives you the
power of choice.
Recommended use
WD Blue storage is tested and recommended for use in desktop and All-in-One PCs,industrial applications,notebooks,and external enclosures
where capacity is not needed. For additional capacity,look at WD Green capacity storage drives.

Main Specifications

Product Description WD Blue WD5000AZLX - hard drive - 500 GB - SATA 6Gb/s

Type Hard drive - internal

Capacity 500 GB

Form Factor 3.5"x 1/3H

Interface SATA 6Gb/s

Data Transfer Rate 600 MBps

Buffer Size 32 MB

Spindle Speed 7200 rpm

Features NoTouch ramp load technology,S.M.A.R.T.

Dimensions (WxDxH) 101.6 mm x 147 mm x 25.4 mm

Weight 440 g

Manufacturer Warranty 2 years warranty

Extended Specification

General
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